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Read the following texts carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer 

all the questions that follow. Your answer should be based on the article.  

Most doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy, acupuncture and 

other forms of complementary medicine. If patients wanted to receive this kind of non- 

conventional treatment, they used to have to consult a private practitioner who was likely 

not to have a medical degree. However, in recent years, the perception of this type of 

treatment has changed. These days, many family doctors study complementary medicine 

alongside conventional treatments, and many complementary medicine consultants also 

have medical degrees. Whereas critics used to say that there was no scientific evidence 

that non-conventional treatments actually worked, now it is more common for medical 

experts to recognize that conventional medicine may not always be the only way to treat 

an ailment. 

 At a surgery in London, 70 per cent of patients who were offered the choice between a 

herbal or a conventional medicine for common complaints such as insomnia, arthritis and 

migraines chose the herbal remedy. Fifty per cent of patients then said that the treatment 

helped. One doctor said, "I now consider homoeopathy to be a viable option for many 

different conditions, including anxiety, depression and certain allergies. It provides 

another option when conventional medicine does not address the problem adequately. 

"However, complementary medicine cannot be used for all medical treatments. It can 

never substitute for immunizations as it will not produce the antibodies needed to protect 

against childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect against malaria.  

Question Number One : Reading Comprehension (60 points ) 

1. Doctors used to be convinced that only conventional forms of medicine worked. 

a) True                             b) False                          

2. Nowadays , many doctors study complementary forms of treatment. 

a) True                             b) False                          

3. Complementary medicine can treat malaria . 

a) True                             b) False  

4. The text states two forms of complementary medicine. What are these two forms? 

a)conventional and non conventional treatment   

 b)acupuncture and conventional treatment  

 c)homoeopathy and acupuncture 

d) conventional treatment and homoeopathy 

5. Complementary medicine can't work as a replacement for two medical treatments 

.What are these two medical treatments . 

a) anxiety and depression                                        b)immunizations and malaria  

c)depression and certain allergies                             d)malaria and anxiety 

6. The text states that complementary medicine can be used to treat common complaints. 

Mention two of these common complaints. 

a)cancer and diabetes                                              b)insomnia and malaria   

c)flue and arthritis                                                  d)migraines and insomnia 
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In England, almost 50% of school leavers go on to higher education. The figure has not 

always been as high as this. Twenty years ago, it was closer to 30%, and thirty years before 

that, it was only about 5%. Another huge change has been financial. Before 1998 CE, 

higher education in the UK was completely free for UK citizens. Since then, tuition fees 

have been introduced. Most students borrow this money from the government. They don't 

have to repay it immediately. Instead, they pay it back slowly out of future earnings.   

Despite the high cost, most students choose to study away from home. A recent survey of 

17,000 students revealed that only 7% wanted to stay at home while they studied for their 

degree. Of course for most young people, living away from home means borrowing even 

more money from the government. So why don’t students choose to avoid debt by staying 

at home, where they don't have to pay rent? Most of them say that they want to move to the 

University their Choice, rather than the nearest one.  Another strong motive is the desire to 

live in a new culture. Where do these students live? Many have rooms in halls of residence, 

especially in their first year; others rent flats or houses. A lucky minority live in property 

that their parents have bought for them.  

 

7. What does the writer mean by "another huge change has been financial"? 

a-tuition fees have been introduced in England since 1998 

b-students in England have to repay money they owe without delay 

c-students don't have to pay before they study 

d-before 1998 , it was more expensive to go to university in England 

8. A recent survey of 17,000 students revealed that ---------- 

a-the majority of students wanted to stay home                              

b-a lucky minority of students wanted to study away from home 

c- the majority of students wanted to study away from home 

d- A large number of students wanted to avoid debt from the government. 

9. Which part of the text tells you where the majority of  students in their first year live? 

a-A lucky minority live in property that their parents have bought for them 

b-Many have rooms in halls of residence, especially in their first year 

c-Despite the high cost, most students choose to study away from home 

d-Where do these students live? 

10. The text states many various places where students live during studying away from 

home. Mention two of these places ?  

a- hotels and houses                                                    b- houses and flats      

d- flats and hotels                                                       d- halls of residence and hotels  

11. The underlined word "them" refers to -------- 

a- houses       b-a lucky minority              c-rooms                 d- halls  

12. The underlined word "motive' means --------- 

a- not many          b- costs      c- reason for doing something    d- relating to money 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Question Number Two : Vocabulary & Derivation  (50 points ) 

Choose the correct answer from those A,B,C or D to complete the following 

sentences.                                                                                                                                                                                  

13. Many computers have ---------which stop people using certain websites. 

a) blogs                      b) filters            c) email exchanges           d) identity fraud    

14. My son has ---------- a special interest in geometry and arithmetic. 

a)taken                       b) got                 c) spent                          d)attended  

15. Ramzi is very good with numbers and calculations. He always scores high in ----------- 

a)geometry                  b)philosophy        c) arithmetic                 d)chemistry 

16. I need to organise my time better. I think I will --------- up a timetable. 

a)make                     b) do                        c)take                         d) draw  

17. When you stay calm and take your time , you are being ----------------  

a) prepared                    b)previous               c) patient                 d)  negotiated                                                                                             

18. My teacher thinks I can get a scholarship , but I am ------------. 

a)sceptic                     b)sceptical                 c)scepticism               d)sceptically 

19. Can you --------- a hotel in the Dead Sea ? 

a)recommend              b-recommendation         c- recommended       d- recommending 

20. The night before an exam, it is not ------------ to go to bed later than usual. 

a) advise                        b) advice             c- advisable           d- advisability 

21. The novel was ----------published in hardcover. 

a)original                       b)originate                     c) origin                d)originally   

22. Many people have offered help, but there's little they can ---------do. 

a) practical                    b)practise                       c)practically          d) practitioner 

Question Number Three Grammar (75 points) 

A. Choose the correct form of the verb from those A,B,C or D to complete each of 

the following sentences.                                                                          

23. In 1981, Jordan’s infant mortality rates ---------- more rapidly than anywhere else in the 

world. 

a-declined              b-  is being declined            c-would decline       d-has declined  

24. It is possible that artificial arms and legs ----------- the place of today’s prosthetic limbs. 

a- were going to take              b-have taken          c- had been taken         d-will take    

25. While the nurses -------------- the patient , the ambulance arrived .  

a-   have been waiting       b- had been waited      c-were waiting   d-would wait                                                                                                  

26. A lot of olive oil -------------- in Jordan every year. 

a- will be produced         b-  was  produced                c- produces        d-  is produced  

27. This time next year , they --------------for  their final exams. 

a-have been preparing    b- will have prepared    c-will be preparing       d-will prepare                                                                    

B. Choose the sentence which is  similar in meaning from those A,B, C, or D .  

28. I think you should teach science .  

a-If I were you ,I could teach science              b-If I were you ,I would teach science  

c- If I were you ,I should teach science            d- If I were you ,I shall teach science  

29. Petra was made a World Heritage Site in 1985. 

a-The year where Petra was made a World Heritage Site was 1985 

b-The year when Petra was made a World Heritage Site in 1985 



 

c-The year when Petra was made a World Heritage Site was 1985 

d-The year which Petra was made a World Heritage Site was 1985 

30. I have been working very hard. 

a-Majed said that he has been working very hard  

b-Majed said that he had been working very hard 

c-Majed said that he was working very hard 

d-Majed said that she had been working very hard 

31. English children  don't start school as late as Jordanian children. 

a-Jordanian children start school earlier than English children 

b-Jordanian children start school later than English children 

c-Jordanian children start school as late as  English children 

d-Jordanian children start school as later than English children 

32. Experts think that learning foreign languages presents the brain with unique challenges. 

a-learning foreign languages are thought to  present the brain with unique challenges  

b-learning foreign languages were thought to  present the brain with unique challenges  

c-learning foreign languages is thought to  present the brain with unique challenges  

d-learning foreign languages is thought to  presents the brain with unique challenges  

C. Choose the correct item from those from those A,B,C or D to complete each of the 

following sentences.                                                                                                    

33. I intend -------------- Medicine at university . 

a- study                    b- studying               c- to study              d-  studied   

34. Ibn Sinas' friends ---------- were worried about his health advised him to relax. 

a-which                      b-when                   c- where                 d- who  

35. Mr. Hadad does not understand the Chinese businessmen. If only he ------- Chinese. 

a-speak                      b-spoke                   c-had spoken               d-has spoken  

36.  Exercise has been proved ------- good for concentration. 

a-  be                         b- being                     c- been                  d-to be   

37. He had his jacket ------------ 

a-  cleans                    b- had cleaned             c- cleaned             d-cleaning 

Question Number four: Writing Skills      ( 15 points) 

A. Choose the correct item verb from those from those A,B,C or D to complete each of 

the following sentences.                                                                                                             

38. Petra has a ----------- as a fascinating place to visit  

a-reputation                      b- riputation         c- reputasion               d- reputaition                       

39. Everywhere we go we will hear the constant ----- and hum of technology.  

a-like                b- buzz                               c-like                          d-simile                                                                           
40. As a consequence ----family members who are away from home can communicate 

well with their loved ones. 

a- ,                                b- !                        c-  .                             d- ?  
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